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�� ��&�A 	��X��� � (���+:�") : ���)���& �ह�� , �ह�� �� )� +�4X��� �� ���� 

���5 ह?! ह', �' ��� I"�� �&� ह4�� +�4X��� �  ��� ���� ���5 "हG ह�"� ���ह�, %� ��� 
=��&�4%5 �� )� �X�,+h-=" � �ह� :�, ��� ��"� ��"� ���ह�  � "हG ��"� ��"� ��"� ��"� 
���ह�, ���" ���� ���5 � 	�& I"�� �  ��  ह'� 

--------- 

GOVERNMENT BILLS 

     The National Institute Of Technology Bill, 2006 

THE MINISTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (SHRI ARJUN 

SINGH): Sir, I move for leave to introduce a Bill to declare certain institutions of 

technology to be Institutions of national importance and to provide for certain 

matters connected with such institutions. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, I introduce the Bill. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House is adjourned for lunch till 1.30 

P.M. 

The House then adjourned at fifty-seven minutes past 

twelve of the clock. 

The House re-assembled after lunch at 

thirty-two minutes past one of the clock, MR. 

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We shall now take up the Taxation Laws 

(Amendment) Bill, 2006. The hon. Finance Minister to... 

MATTER RAISED WITH PERMISSION—Contd. 

Violent Fluctuations In The Stock Market 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA (Jharkhand): Sir, before the Finance Minister 

takes up the Bill, I seek your permission to request the Finance Minister, through 

you, to make a statement on what is happening in the stock markets, not only 

today, but what has been happening over the whole of last week, because 

everyone is concerned. The country is concerned. This kind of situation has 

never been witnessed in the stock markets. Markets go up and down. Nobody is 

concerned. I don't expect 
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the Finance Minister, the Prime Minister to worry about that. But this kind of 

violent fluctuation that is taking place in the market is not good for anyone. It 

appears as if the Government, the Securities and Exchange Board of India, 

everyone has lost control over the market and the markets are completely in the 

grip of manipulators and speculators. 

SHRI RAJEEV SHUKLA (Uttar Pradesh): China is down by four per cent. 

London is ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: He should take the House into confidence. Sir, 

when the markets had declined even slightly, these people were sitting on this side 

and they demanded my resignation as Finance Minister. Is the Finance 

Minister not responsible for this? 

SHRI RAJEEV SHUKLA: It is global...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: What global? Everything is global. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAJEEV SHUKLA: What happened to UTI? 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: What about UTI? Will he resign? You 

demanded my resignation. I am demanding his resignation. 

...(Interruptions)... 
 
�� <������	 : !� 	
���� !�"� �� ह"� :� ह �� ��Let us take up the Bill. 

...(Interruptions)... During the course of the reply, if the Minister wants, he can do 
so. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH (Andhra Pradesh): Fluctuation is global; 

corruption is global. For you everything is global! ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: It is an extraordinary situation. 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have said what you wanted to say. It has 

been brought to the notice of the Finance Minister. If he chooses to clarify, I will 

give him a chance...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, let him make a statement 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ���)���& : !�"� ह �� � ह'� ...(�����).... !�"� ह �� � 	� ह� � �? 
....(�����).... �� ह' !�� #���?5�"�� �� �� &� !�"� ह �� �� ...(�����)... It is for the 

Government to respond ...(Interruption)... 
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�� ��� �� +@��� (���+:�") : ���)���&  ....(�����).... 

 
�� �����	 : !�"� ह �� � ह'� ....(�����).... �� !�"� ह ह' ....(�����)....  ह �P�� 

"हG ह' � !�"�  ह ����� ��� � D� �^� !� 	��-	�� ���&- �ह-� ...(�����)... 
 

�� ���	 ��Aह� : ��, �' $&"� ह� ह �ह� ह4� � ��""�  �%< ��J� �� ��" �- 	 �" �- � �' 
�� ��� "हG � �ह� ह4�� ...(�����)... 
  

�� <������	 : b" ह �ह� ह' � !�"� ��� � � ह', �� "हG ह �ह� ह' � !� ��� 
� �ह� ह'� 	
���� ...(�����)... !�"� ह �� � ....(�����)... �����,The matton on the Stock 

Market has been raised in this House on last Friday ...(Interruption)...  ह ��-&�" �ह�� )� 
�X+=" �- ! �?� ह'� The Governmentis aware of the matter. If the Government choose to 

make a reply, it is left to them. I cannot say, you make a reply...(Interruptions)... 
 

?� �B����	 � 9 : ��, ��-&�" ��" �ह�� �X+=" �- ! �?� ह'� ...(�����)...  

�� ��0 �" ��� C��D� (�?���&) : ��, ��-&�" ��" �ह�� ��] � 	@� "हG ह?� 
:��....(�����)... 

�� <������	 : �����,  ह ���-X� � ��� ह� �?� ह' ...(�����).... !� ��� 	
���� 
...(�����)... �����, ^�$"-� ���"+�� ��+���� �&� ह'  � "हG, %� �T� ह', �"� &� 	��"� 
������ ...(�����)... 

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM): Sir, I have taken note of 

what some hon. Members have raised. It would be inappropriate to make off-the-cuff 

statement. If the hon. Members want a statement, a statement has to be a considered 

statement. I shall, certainly, keep in mind your demand. And, if I am in a position to make a 

statement later today, I will make a statement. But, in the meanwhile, I just wish to say that 

off-the-cuff remarks will have very damaging implications as far as the Capital Market is 

concerned. This is not the first time when markets have declined. 
 
�� ��� ��:�� (�<� .��=) : )�� &� �T� ह� ह'� ...(�����)... 

�� <������	 : ��� �?�"�� ...(�����).... 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Please listen to me ... (Interruptions)... If you are 

serious, you listen to me. 
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�� <������	 :  %� 	�& � �ह� ह'� ...(1 %2�")... !�� �?""� �- 3 � l� ह'? 

...(�����)...  
 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: If the hon. Members are not serious, I am not going 

to speak. 
 

�� <������	 : !� �� +����-� �4E&� ह' D� �	 %� 	��&� ह' &� �"� �?" "हG ��&� ह'� 
...(1 %2�")...  ह �ह� "हG ह'� ...(1 %2�")... !� 3 � 	�& � �ह� ह'� ...(�����)... 
 

�� ��� ��:�� : ���)���& �ह�� , $"� �^�� ��"� ���ह�� ...(�����)... 
 

�� <������	 : #	  ह ��$� ह' 3 �? ...(1 %2�")... !� 	
���, !� 	
��� 
...(�����).... 
 

�� CE�����D ���D (�T���) : �� ...(�����)... 
 

�� ��� �� +@��� : �ह��  ...(�����)... 
 
�� ��� ��:�� : �� ...(�����)... 

 
�� <������	 : !� )� 	
��� ...(1 %2�")... !� 	
���� ...(1 %2�")...  ह b" �� 

��_��� ह'? ...(1 %2�")... ��� ��ह�	�"� ��  	
���� ...(1 %2�")...  =%�& ��@ह� �� "� �%< 
��J� "� ? E �%�	 ������ %� ��d��� � �ह� ह'� !�"� 	�� �- �� �� � &� %� 3 � 	��-��? 
...(1 %2�")... !� ��� �?�"� D� �?""� �  	�� ? E 	��"� ��ह-�� &� ? E ह�&� ह'� !� &� 
�"� �?"&� हG "हG ह'� ...(1 %2�")... 
 

�� ��� ��:�� : !�"� �	*? � �� 	�& हG ह'� ���� ह"�  ह ह' � ...(�����)... 
 

�� <������	 :  ह $@��%-=" �ह� "हG ह'� ...(1 %2�")... �' 
 �� �?"4� ...(1 %2�")... 
#�� ��� �&�	 ह' 3 �? #�� %� ��& �&� ह' &� !� )� �-? ...(1 %2�").... !� 	
���, 
!� 	
���� ...(1 %2�")... �� �� ��, !� 	
����...(1 %2�")...  ह �� �%A  "हG ह'� 
...(1 %2�")... please don’t do this.  !� �� ह �ह� ह',  ह $��- �� �%A  "हG ह'�� �	 
^�$"-� ���"+�� �����^� =" �� �ह� ह' &�  ह �ह� 	�& ह' � !�� �@ह- �?""� ���ह�� 
...(1 %2�")... 
 

�� ��� ��:�� : �'  हG &� ��""� ��ह �ह� ह4�� �	 ह���� ���� :� ...(1 %2�")...  
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�� <������	 : �"� "3�4X �"� �  	�� �ह� ....(1 %2�")..I am sorry, 

you are not listening to him ...(Interruptions)... 
 

�� ��� ��:�� : �%< ��J� �� "� �� 	�& हG :� ...(1 %2�")... �' ��""� ��ह �ह� 
ह4� ..(�����).. 
 
 �� <������	 :  ह 3 � 	�& ह'� ...(�����)...  !� �� �Y�� ...(�����)...  ह �ह� 
"हG ह'� ...(�����)...Nothing will go on record ...(Interruptions)...  

 
�� �FG	 $	"�6 � (�<�����) :  ह =� � � 	�& ह� �ह� ह'� ...(�����).. 

 �� <������	 : !� =� � � 	�& )� "हG �?"-���....(�����)... !� �?�"�, !� 
�?�"�� ...(�����)... �4�� ह��� ��� �ह� ह'� ...(�����)... �����, !�x ?�-� "हG, !� ��& 
� �ह� ह'� ...(�����)... Arguments "हG !� ��& � �ह� ह' ... (�����)... !� �?" "हG �ह� 
ह' ...(�����).. d��� 	
���,  ह �ह� 	�& "हG ह' ..(�����)... 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I have said what I had to say. I take very serious note 

of what hon. Members have said, and I will come back at the appropriate time. I cannot 

make off-the-cuff remarks and if anyone knowns that better, it is my good friend, Shri 

Yashwant Sinha. He must advise his colleagues not to demand an off-the-cuff statement. 

But I have taken note of what you said, and I will come back. 

GOVERNMENT BILLS—Contd. 

The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2006 

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM): Sir, I beg to move: 

That the Bill further to amend the Income-Tax Act, 1961, the Customs Act, 1962, the 

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and the Central Excise Act, 1944, as passed by Lok 

Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

Sir, you will recall that what I made the Budget Speech, I said that I do not want to 

burden the Finance Bill with a number of amendments to various laws which tend to clutter 

the Finance Bill. It also diverts attention from the main features of the Finance Bill. So, I said 

that we will move a separate Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill. That is how this Bill is 

being introduced. Broadly, Sir, this amends some provisions of the Income Tax Act, some 

provisions of the Customs Act, some provisions of the Customs Tariff Act, and some 

provisions of the Central Excise Act. Many of these 
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